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ABSTRACT

In proton radiography, degeneracy of electric and magnetic fields in deflecting the probe protons can prevent full interpretation of proton flux
perturbations in the detection plane. In this paper, theoretical analyses and numerical simulations suggest that the contributions of the electric
andmagneticfields can be separately obtained by analyzing the difference between theflux distributions of twodiscriminated proton energies in a
single shot of proton radiography. To eliminate the influence of field evolution on the separation, a strategy is proposed in which slow field
evolution is assumed or an approximate estimate of field growth is made. This could help achieve a clearer understanding of the radiographic
process and allow further quantitative analysis.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0033834

I. INTRODUCTION

For plasma physics related to inertial confinement fusion,1

laboratory astrophysics,2 and particle acceleration based on laser–
plasma interactions,3 the electric field E and magnetic field B are of
fundamental importance. Accurate experimental measurement of E
and B fields is a basic demand in requirement in these and related
areas.

Proton radiography is a commonly used experimentalmethod to
image the structures of E and B fields inside plasmas.4–7 In recent
decades, it has helped in the development or confirmation of many
theories relating to E and B fields in plasma physics.8–11 The general
scheme of proton radiography of E and B fields can be described as
follows.12–14 A proton beam is emitted froma source and traverses the
field to be imaged almost in parallel. The probe protons are deflected
by the E or B field (or both) and acquire a deflection velocity ud

perpendicular to the initial velocity u0. After traversing the field
region, the probe protons return to free flight and are deposited on a
two-dimensional (2D) detection plane. When the distance LD be-
tween the detection plane and the field region is large enough, the
spatial distributions of ud finally bring about an observable flux
density perturbation of the probe protons δn/n0 � n/n0 − 1, where n
and n0 are the flux densities in the presence and absence of the fields,
respectively. When a radiochromatic film (RCF) stack is used as the
proton flux detector, protons of different kinetic energies will be
deposited on separate RCF layers.15 Such energy resolution can also
be achieved when CR-39 polymer is used as the detector. δn/n0 can
then be used to indicate the spatial distribution of the E or B field.
With an appropriate reconstruction algorithm, characteristic values
or the spatial structure of the field can be reconstructed from δn/n0 in
some situations.12,14,16
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Before carrying out a further analysis of δn/n0 obtained from the
proton detector, we first need a quantitative separation (or at least a
qualitative distinction) of the contributions from the E and B fields.
However, the E field and B field can cause substantial deflections of
the probe protons, it is hard to judge from the protondetectorwhether
q∫E ds or q∫ u0 3B ds is the dominant source in forming the
detected δn/n0 (where s is a unit length along the proton trajectory).
This prevents one from obtaining a qualitative understanding of the
properties of the imaged field, not to mention a quantitative re-
construction. The situation can become even more confusing when
E and B fields coexist in a plasma and deflect the probe protons in the
same directions and with comparable contributions. For example, in
the widely studied side-on proton radiography of a laser-ablated
solid target, the azimuthal B field generated through the Biermann
battery effect and the longitudinal E field generated by the plasma
sheath can both deflect probe protons in the same longitudinal
direction.17

In previous studies, the problem of distinguishing betweenE and
B fields in proton radiography has frequently been dealt with by
assuming that one of the two fields can be ignored, with the choice
being made mainly on the basis of particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations
or experimental experience.5,10,16 For example, in the proton radi-
ography of a capacitor–coil B field generator, the E field is believed to
have no impact on the proton trajectory because a large number of
simulations and theoretical studies have shown that no E field can be
generated at the center of the coil.18 However, in the proton radi-
ography of plasmas, which is most relevant to high-energy and high-
density physics, E and B fields generally coexist. In many situations,
neither numerical simulations nor appropriate theoretical models are
available. Research by Li et al.1 and Huntington et al.2 suggest that
deflections due to the B field are inversely proportional to the square
root of the proton energy, while those due to the E field are inversely
proportional to the proton energy. Thus, by using D–D and D–3He
fusion protons as probes, the dominant field in deflecting the protons
can be determined. However, such studies can only provide a
qualitative judgement, and a rough assumption in which either the E
field or the B field is ignored must still be made before field recon-
struction can be performed or the obtained δn/n0 can be under-
stood.4,5,10 To obtain a clear and rigorous reconstruction, amethod to
realize quantitative separation of the contributions of the E and B
fields in forming the diagnosed δn/n0 on the detection plane needs to
be developed. However, to the best of our knowledge, such a method
has yet to be reported in the open literature.

In this paper, we find that when RCF stacks or CR-39 polymer
are used as protondetectors to resolve the energy of the probe protons,
the path integrals of the E andB fields can be separately reconstructed
from the proton radiography by analyzing the difference in δn/n0
between two discriminated proton energies in a single shot.

II. THEORY OF SEPARATE RECONSTRUCTION

When E and B fields coexist in proton radiography, the de-
flection velocity of the probe proton beam at its exit from the field
region can be written as

ud ≈
q

γmp
∫(E + u0 3B) dx

u0
≈

q

mp
∫ E

u0
+ ex 3B( )dx, (1)

where q,mp, and γ are the proton charge, mass, and relativistic factor,
respectively. γ ≈ 1 is assumed here because for proton radiography as
commonly applied, the probe protons are generated either through a
target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism or through
D–D and D–3He implosions, and the kinetic energy is rather small
compared with the rest energy.1–3 The probe protons are assumed to
be emitted in the x direction, u0 � u0ex. It is clear from Eq. (1) that to
distinguish between the E and B fields in the formation of the de-
flection velocity ud, the most direct method is to reconstruct ∫E dx
and ∫ ex 3B dx separately but simultaneously in a single radio-
graphic observation.

For two discriminated proton energies, we can assume that the
corresponding proton initial velocities are u0 � u1 � u1ex, and
u0 � u2 � u2ex. When these protons pass through the field region, the
deflection velocities are respectively

ud1 � q

mp
∫ E

u1
+ ex 3B( )dx, (2)

ud2 � q

mp
∫ E

u2
+ ex 3B( )dx. (3)

From a comparison between these expressions, the path integrals of
the E and B fields can be obtained as follows:

(2)− (3)⇒∫E dx � mp

q
(ud1 − ud2) u1u2

u2 − u1
, (4)

u1(2)− u2(3)⇒∫ ex 3B dx � mp

q
(u1ud1 − u2ud2) 1

u1 − u2
. (5)

Thus, if the deflection velocities of the probe protons with dis-
criminated energies, namely, ud1 and ud2, can be reconstructed from
the proton radiography, then the path integrals of the E and B fields
can be separately obtained in a single shot.

In proton radiography, when the linearity requirement δn/n0< 1
is satisfied, crossing or overlapping of the trajectories of the probe
protons can be avoided. The deflection velocities ud1 and ud2 can be
reconstructed as12,19

ud1 � −
u1M

LD
∫ δn

n0
( )

1

dl, (6)

ud2 � −
u2M

LD
∫ δn

n0
( )

2

dl, (7)

whereM � LD/LS + 1 is themagnification factor, and l is parallel to the
deflection velocity, which can be seen most clearly from the detected
δn/n0. Equations (6) and (7) provide a convenient reconstruction of
the one- or two-dimensional deflection velocity in one direction of
deflection. However, in experimental applications, the deflection
direction l at a given spatial positionmay be hard to judge when δn/n0
has a complicated form. Nevertheless, for many situations where
δn/n0 exhibits parallel structures, the local deflection direction l can be
easily inferred to be one-dimensional and normal to these parallel
structures when δn/n0 < 1 is satisfied to ensure a local deflection. For
example, in applications of proton radiography to collisionless
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shocks,20 plasma jets,7 or sheath fields,19 the deflection direction can
be found from the experimentally obtained δn/n0 stripes. In this
paper, to obtain a good reconstruction of the deflection velocity, LD
is varied in different situations to meet the linearity requirement
δn/n0 < 1.11,12,19 (δn/n0)1,2 correspond to the probe flux density
perturbations at the same areas for twodiscriminated proton energies,
and LD and LS are the distances from the field region to the detector
andproton source, respectively. Inmore complex situationswhere the
deflection direction is hard to determine from the detected δn/n0, the
use of Eq. (6) or (7) may not be appropriate for reconstructing the
deflection velocities. In such cases, the approach of Bott et al.14 of
numerically solving a Monge–Ampère equation for δn/n0 is advised.
This Monge–Ampère method can give a global reconstruction of the
two-dimensional deflection velocity in two directions, although this
requires an undisturbed boundary of δn/n0 where deflections from
the E and B fields or particle scattering are not allowed to be imposed
on the probe protons. This condition may not be satisfied in some
situations because of sheltering by the target holder and the target
itself or a nonuniform spatial distribution of the proton source. In
reconstructing the deflection velocity, the choice of whether to use
Eqs. (6) and (7) or theMonge–Ampèremethod should be flexible and
based on specific practical needs.

Then, by individually reconstructing ud1 and ud2 from the de-
tected δn/n0, the contributions of theE andB fields to the deflection of
the probe protons, i.e., ∫E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx, can be characterized
with Eqs. (4) and (5).

III. BENCHMARK SIMULATION

To prove that the theoretical approach described in Sec. II is able
to distinguish the E and B fields in proton radiography, a benchmark
simulation is demonstrated here.

In this simulation, a probe proton beam is emitted for
radiography of a 3D field box of (L0 � 100 μm)3, in which E and
B fields coexist and are static. The E field is in the y direction
with a spatial distribution E � E0 exp − x− x0E( )2 + z− z0E( )2+[{
y−y0( )2]/R2

0}ey, with E0 � 5 3 108 V/m. The B field is in the z
direction with a 3D spatial distribution B � −B0 exp − x− x0B( )2+[{
z− z0B( )2 + y−y0( )2]/R2

0}ez, with B0 � 5 T. Here, (x0E, z0E, y0) �
(L0/3, L0/3, L0/2), (x0B, z0B, y0) � (2L0/3, 2L0/3, L0/2), and R0 � L0/3.
Beyond the edges of the simulation box, the E and B fields have
nonzero values, but will not influence the simulation or recon-
struction. The isosurfaces of Es � 108 V/m and Bs � −1 T plotted in
Fig. 1 can help to determine the spatial distributions of the E and B
fields in our simulation. The proton trajectories under deflection by
the pre-set E andB fields are calculated using a Runge–Kutta method,
while outside the field region, the protons are assumed to undergo free
flight.

The probe protons pass in parallel through the field region in the
x direction. Both theE andBfieldswill deflect the probe protons in the
same (y) direction. After being deflected in the field region and
undergoing free flight for LD � 2 cm, the flux density perturbations
δn/n0 of the probe protons are obtained in the detection plane, as
shown in Fig. 2. δn/n0 in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to protons of
initial kinetic energies εk1 � 20MeV (u1 � 6.13 107 m/s) and εk2 � 40
MeV (u2 � 8.5 3 107 m/s), respectively.21 In experimental proton
radiography, suchan energy resolution canbe conveniently achievedby
using RCF stacks or CR-39 as the proton detector. Clearly, for both flux
density perturbations corresponding to εk1� 20MeVand εk2� 40MeV,
δn/n0 < 1 is satisfied, which indicates that crossing or overlapping of
proton trajectories is prevented.12,19 This allows us to reconstruct the
deflection velocitiesud1 andud2 throughEqs. (6) and (7). The deflection
velocities for protons of εk1 � 20MeV and εk2 � 40MeV, reconstructed
from δn/n0 in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
respectively. Differences between (δn/n0)1 and (δn/n0)2 (and between
the corresponding reconstructed ud1 and ud2) can clearly be seen in Fig.
2. These result from the differences between the E and B fields in
responding to the proton kinetic energy. The difference between
(δn/n0)1 and (δn/n0)2 is key to realizing the separation or recon-
struction of ∫E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx.

Using Eqs. (4) and (5), the path integrals of the E and B fields are
reconstructed from ud1 and ud2 as shown in Fig. 3. In Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), the 2D spatial distributions of ∫E dx exhibit good agreement
between the reconstructed and pre-set structures. The more quan-
titative 1D comparison in Fig. 3(c) further indicates that ∫E dx is
reconstructed well from the proton radiography. This means that the
contribution of the E field in deflecting the probe protons can be
separately obtained by analyzing the flux density perturbations
corresponding to two discriminated proton energies. At the same
time, the 2D and 1D comparisons of ∫B dx in Figs. 3(d)–3(f) suggest
that the contribution of the B field in deflecting the probe protons is
also reconstructed well from the same detected proton fluxes. Thus, it
is shown by the above benchmark simulations that ∫E dx and∫B dx
can be reconstructed separately and simultaneously in a single ra-
diographic observation with different kinetic energies of the probe
protons.

We should also mention that for protons of kinetic energy at the
MeV level (as is the situation in our simulation and most proton
radiography with a TNSA, D–D, or D–3He implosion proton

FIG. 1. Geometry of the radiography of E and B fields with protons of multiple
energies. The field region contains isosurfaces of the E and B fields at Es � 108 V/m
and Bs � −1 T.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Spatial distributions of flux density perturbations (δn/n0)1 and (δn/n0)2 in the detection plane during radiography of the fields shown in Fig. 1 with protons in
parallel, corresponding to protons of εk1 � 20 MeV and εk2 � 40 MeV, respectively. (c) and (d) Reconstructed spatial distributions of the deflection velocities ud1 and ud2
corresponding to protons of εk1 � 20 MeV and εk2 � 40 MeV, respectively.

FIG. 3. (a) and (b) 2D distributions of the reconstructed and pre-set ∫E dx, respectively; (c) 1D comparison of these distributions along y � 0. (d) and (e) 2D distributions of the
reconstructed and pre-set ∫B dx, respectively; (f) 1D comparison of these distributions along y � 0.
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source1–3), the strengths of the E and B fields in this benchmark
simulation are specially chosen tomake a comparable contribution to
the deflection of the probe protons and thus allow an examination of
the performance of the demonstrated distinguishing method. The
spatial locations of the E and B fields also partially overlap with each
other. This means that the E and B fields can be substituted for one
another to some extent when deflecting the probe protons, both in
terms of spatial distribution and deflection force. It is therefore
impossible to distinguish the contributions of the E and B fields in
forming the probe flux density with a given proton energy. This
further highlights the capability of the method presented here.

It is necessary to address a technical problem here, namely, that
an ideal resolution of proton kinetic energy is hard to achieve in
experiments when RCF stacks are used for proton detection. For an
RCF layer, the deposited energy comes predominantly from protons
that die in it. However, when a proton with higher energy passes
through, it will alsomake a contribution. The deposited energy cannot
come entirely from protons of a specific kinetic energy. If the protons
are generated by TNSA, there will be a falling exponential tail.22 As a
result, when using TNSA protons as the probe, RCF layers corre-
sponding to higher proton energies should be used in the separating
reconstruction to reduce the influence of energy resolution. Other-
wise, it is preferable to use D–D and D–3He fusion protons as the
probe, since these have a much narrower spectral width compared
withTNSAprotons, provided that the temporal blurring effect caused
by proton pulse duration is negligible.6

IV. ELIMINATING THE INFLUENCE OF FIELD
EVOLUTION

Before applying the above method to analyze the proton flux
density obtained from a radiography experiment, there is an important
issue that shouldbe emphasized. In the theory and simulationsdescribed
above, the main way in which the E and B fields are distinguished is
through the difference in how they respond to the proton velocity. The
benchmark demonstration has shown how it is possible to distinguish
between the E andB fields by using RCF stacks or CR-39 as the detector
to resolve the proton velocity. However, the fields in our benchmark
simulation are static. In amore realistic proton radiography experiment,
temporal evolution of the E or B field is unavoidable.7 Meanwhile, after
being emitted from the source, the probe protons will enter the field
region at different times. The difference between the flux density dis-
tributions of protons with two discriminated energies could possibly
come from the temporal evolution of theE andBfields themselveswhen
they are fast evolving.20 There is thus competition between the probe
energy disparity and the field evolution in their effects on the difference
between (δn/n0)1 and (δn/n0)2.

Suppose that the E and B fields during the passage of protons
with a kinetic energy εk1 are increased by a factor of fE,B comparedwith
their values for a higher kinetic energy εk2, i.e., (E)1 � (1 + fE)(E)2
and (B)1 � (1 + fB)(B)2. Physically, fE,B is directly connected with
the growth rate of the E and B fields and the distance LS from the
proton source to the field region. Suppose that the growth rates of the
fields are

ηE,B � 1
(E,B)

d(E,B)
dt

.

Then, fE,B can be written as fE,B� ηE,BΔt, whereΔt� Ls(1/u1 − 1/u2)
is the gap between the arrival times of the higher- and lower-energy

protons in the field region. When fE,B is constant and set as 0.2, ∫E dx
and ∫ ex 3B dx are reconstructed with different probe energies. Fol-
lowing the same steps as in Sec. III, 1D distributions of the reconstructed∫E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx along y � 0 are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. The amplitudes of the reconstructed ∫E dx and∫ ex 3B dx are ∼50% higher and 30% lower than the pre-set values,
respectively. The spatial shapes are also altered, depending on fE,B, es-
pecially for the B field. When the gap between εk1 and εk2 is larger, the
reconstructedfieldswill be closer to thepre-set ones. Figures5(a) and5(b)
show 1D distributions of the reconstructed ∫E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx,
respectively, along y � 0 at different values of fE,B. The proton kinetic
energies are εk1� 10MeVand εk2� 40MeV. It canbe seen fromFigs. 5(a)
and 5(b) that the more rapid the evolutions of the E and B fields, the
greater is the difference between the reconstructed and pre-set ∫E dx
and ∫ ex 3B dx. When fE, B � 0.4, the amplitudes of the reconstructed∫E dx and∫ ex 3B dx are respectively two timeshigher and50% lower
than the pre-set values. Clearly, only in proton radiography of slowly
evolving E and B fields will the distinguishing method demonstrated
above exhibit good performance.

In spite of the competition between the probe energy disparity
and the field evolution in determining the difference between (δn/n0)1
and (δn/n0)2, it should be noted that with different εk1 and εk2, Δtwill
also be changed. Thismeans that εk itself will have an influence on fE,B.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the differences between the reconstructed
fields ER, BR, and pre-set fields EP, BP, at z � 50 μm for different
values of the growth rate η. η0 is the field growth rate corresponding to
fE,B � 0.1 for εk1 � 30MeV, εk2 � 40MeV, and Ls � 1 cm. It can be seen
that for a given growth rate, when the probe energy disparity is
increased, the difference between the reconstructed and pre-set fields
will also increase. This suggests that to achieve accurate recon-
struction and separation of the E and B fields, a shorter distance from
the proton source to the field region and a smaller gap between εk1 and
εk2 should be adopted.

Nevertheless, we have come up with a strategy to overcome the
influence of field evolution on distinguishing between E andB fields, and
this has been proved to greatly improve the performance of the above
method. In fact, for many studies in plasma physics, assumptions re-
garding the conservation of electric and magnetic field energy can be
made.23,24 In other situations, the temporal growth rates ofE andB fields
can be estimated through theoretical analyses or PIC simulations.25

Therefore, before using Eqs. (4) and (5) for reconstruction, an ap-
proximate estimationof fE0 and fB0 canbe conducted.Thus, thedeflection
velocities of lower-energy (εk1) and higher-energy (εk2) protons are

ud1 ≈
q

mp
∫ (1 + fE0)E

u1
+ ex 3 (1 + fB0)B[ ] dx, (8)

ud2 ≈
q

mp
∫ E

u2
+ ex 3B( ) dx, (9)

respectively. The path integrals of the E and B fields then can be
reconstructed as follows:

(8)− (1 + fB0)(9)⇒∫E dx

� mp

q

u1u2[ud1 − (1 + fB0)ud2]
(1 + fE0)u2 − (1 + fB0)u1, (10)
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u1(8)− u2(1 + fE0)(9) ⇒∫ ex 3B dx

� mp

q

[u1ud1 − (1 + fE0)u2ud2]
(1 + fB0)u1 − (1 + fE0)u2. (11)

In this way, when fE0 and fB0 are estimated as close as to the actual fE
and fB, the influence of field evolution can be eliminated in the re-
construction. In Fig. 6, the strengths of E and B fields through which
protons of εk1 � 30 MeV pass are fE � fB � 0.5 times larger than those
for protons of εk1 � 40 MeV. Without the fix described above, the

∫E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx reconstructed using Eqs. (4) and (5), and
shown as the black lines in Fig. 6, are respectively about 4.4 and 3.7
times larger than the pre-set values, shown as the red lines. When the
fix is adopted and fE0 � fB0 � 0.5 are estimated, the ∫E dx and∫ ex 3B dx reconstructed using Eqs. (10) and (11), and shown as the
blue lines in Fig. 6, both agree well with the pre-set values. Even if fE0
and fB0 are over- or under-estimated, a clear correction to the re-
construction can be achieved, and the influence of field evolution can
be largely eliminated. This can be seen by comparing the black lines in
Fig. 6 with the green and brown lines, which correspond to an under-
estimate fE0,B0 � 0.4 and an over-estimate fE0,B0 � 0.6, respectively.

FIG. 4. If the field imaged with lower-energy probe protons is changed by a given factor of fE,B � 0.2 compared with that imaged with higher-energy probes, the reconstructed (a)∫E dx and (b) ∫ ex 3B dx will be closer to the pre-set distributions when the energy gap εk2 − εk1 is larger.

FIG. 5. (a) and (b) There will be differences between the reconstructed and preset ∫ E dx and ∫ ex 3B dx if the field imaged with lower-energy probes is changed by a factor of
fE,B compared with that imaged with higher energy probes. (c) and (d) Difference between the reconstructed and pre-set fields at z � 50 μm for different values of the field growth
rate η: (c) ∫(ER − EP) dx; (d) ∫(BR −BP) dx. This indicates that for larger εk1 − εk2, the reconstructed fields will differ more from the pre-set fields.
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It should be mentioned that when the field is varying, the image
itself will be blurred or averaged over the sampling period. TNSA
protons are mainly generated by a laser pulse within a duration of
about τ ≈ 1 ps. The time gap for the higher- and lower-energy protons
on their arrival at the field region is Δt � Ls(1/u1 − 1/u2). Assume a
regular source distance of Ls � 1 cm and that u1 and u2 correspond to
kinetic energies of 20MeV and 40MeV. Then,Δt ≈ 46 ps, which is far
larger than the pulse duration τ ≈ 1 ps. If the imaged field is increased
or reduced by 100% during the gap of imaging time of the higher- and
lower-energy protons, the field evolution during the pulse duration
will be about 2%. In considering the influence of field evolution on the
separation, the pulse duration can be ignored in comparison with the
imaging time gap. However, for D–D and D–3He nuclear fusion
protons, which are generated in ablation by nanosecond lasers, the
pulse duration can be larger than 100 ps.1 Also, for protons in a given
RCF layer, a bandwidth of at least 1.5 MeV means a blurring time of
about 5.8 ps for 20 MeV protons and a 1 cm source distance.21 For
lower-energy protons, this blurring time will be larger. The fields
imaged by a given proton beam could undergo obvious changes
during the proton passage time. In such a situatios, the deflection
velocities can be written as

ud1 ≈
q

mp
∫ E1(t)

u2
+ ex 3B1(t)[ ] dx,

ud2 ≈
q

mp
∫ E2(t)

u2
+ ex 3B2(t)[ ] dx.

According to the method used in deriving Eqs. (4) and (5) or
Eqs. (10) and (11), it can be seen that to separately reconstruct the path
integrals of the E or B fields, connections must be found between E1(t)
and E2(t), as well as betweenB1(t) andB2(t). If these connections cannot
be confirmed or even estimated, then the field separation method will
fail. For the simplest situation when the field is static, E1(t) � E2(t) � E
and B1(t) � B2(t) � B, which is the benchmark case in Sec. III.

It can be seen from fE,B � ηE,BΔt that for a smaller source–field
distance LS or field growth rate ηE,B, fE,B can be reduced. This indicates
that in experimental applications, a shorter LS should be used.
However, when neither the slow-evolution assumption can be sat-
isfied nor an approximate estimation of fE0,B0 obtained, we believe that
the proposedmethod will fail to separate the contributions of E andB
fields in forming the detected proton flux distribution. In such

situations, synthetic simulations of proton radiography or further
theoretical analyses must be performed to help to understand the
radiography experiment.

V. DISCUSSION

In Sec. II, Eqs. (4) and (5) were deduced by subtracting Eq. (2)
from Eq. (3). However, when one of the two terms E and u0 3 B is
clearly dominant over the other, the numerical errors in the sub-
ordinate termmay fail in competitionwith the numerical errors in the
dominant term in such subtractions., and consequently it will not be
possible to reconstruct the subordinate term satisfactorily. This can be
seen in the following demonstration of distinguishing the sponta-
neous E and B fields of a current filamentary instability.

Current filamentary instability, which has beenwidely studied in
the case of counter-streaming plasmaflows, generatesE andBfields in
both longitudinal and transverse directions with respect to the plasma
flow with quite complex filamentary structures. Our previous studies
have shown that in side-on radiography of such fields, theE field plays
the dominant role in deflecting the probe protons in comparison with
the B field. In this section, side-on proton radiography with the same
imaging layout and PIC simulations of the spontaneous fields in
accordancewithRef. 16 are applied. Probe protons are emitted in the x
direction to pass through the field region and are deflected in both the
y and z directions. The strengths of the E and B fields are reduced by a
factor of 10 compared with Ref. 16 to ensure that the probe protons
follow straight trajectories inside the field region. The distance from
the detection plane to the field region is LD � 1 mm.

For proton beams of kinetic energies εk1 � 20 MeV and εk2 �
40 MeV, the flux density perturbations (δn/n0)1,2 in the detection plane
are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. Because the probe protons
are deflectednot only in the ydirection but also in the zdirection, Eqs. (6)
and (7) are not applicable for accurately reconstructing the deflection
velocity from the obtained δn/n0 in Fig. 7. Instead, by following the
method of Bott et al.14 and numerically solving a Monge–Ampère
equation for δn/n0, the deflection velocities in both the y and zdirections,
(udy)1,2 and (udz)1,2, can be reconstructed, as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)
for εk1 � 20 MeV and in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) for εk2 � 40 MeV. More
detailed information about the reconstruction method for ud can be
found in Ref. 14. For comparison, the spatial distributions of (udy)1,2 and
(udz)1,2 directly obtained from the radiography simulation at LD � 0 are
also shown: seeFigs. 8(a) and8(c) for εk1, andFigs. 9(a) and9(c) for εk2. In
this paper, “directly obtained” means that the parameter is obtained

FIG. 6. When fE,B are estimated as fE0,B0, the difference between the pre-set distributions and the reconstructed (a) ∫ E dx and (b) ∫ ex 3B dx can be largely eliminated.
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directly or corrected a priori, rather than being obtained from the
reconstruction.

For εk1 � 20 MeV, a comparison between Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)
indicates that the spatial structures of udy1 are reconstructedwell from
the (δn/n0)1 in the detection plane. Further 1D comparisons of udy1
along z � 80 μm and udz1 along y � 160 μm can provide a more
quantitative evaluation. However, it is obvious that numerical
errors exist between the reconstructed udy1 and that directly obtained
at LD � 0. Similar numerical errors in the reconstruction are also
found for udz1. For probe protons of εk2 � 40 MeV, the same con-
clusion can be drawn that deflection velocities are reconstructed well
in principle although with clear numerical errors.

With the reconstructed (udy)1,2 in Fig. 8(b) for εk1 � 20MeV and
in Fig. 9(b) for εk2� 40MeV,∫Ey dx can be obtained through Eq. (4);
see Fig. 10(a). For comparison, ∫Ey dx directly obtained from the
PIC simulation is also shown in Fig. 10(b). A quantitative 1D
comparison is shown in Fig. 10(c). Correspondingly, for ∫Ez dx, the
reconstructed results from (udz)1,2 in Figs. 8(e) and 9(e) are shown in
Fig. 10(d). 2D and 1D comparisons are shown in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f).
Clearly, in both the y and z directions, the 2D comparisons of spatial
structures and the 1D comparisons of quantitative distributions both
suggest that ∫E dx is reconstructed well from proton radiography.

Similar to the E field, ∫Bz dx and ∫By dx can also be recon-
structed through Eq. (5) with (udy)1,2 and (udz)1,2, respectively, and

FIG. 7. δn/n0 in the detection plane in the proton radiography of a current filamentary instability for (a) εk1 � 20 MeV and (b) εk2 � 40 MeV.

FIG. 8. Deflection velocities for proton beams of kinetic energy εk1 � 20 MeV. (a) udy1 directly obtained from radiography. (b) udy1 reconstructed from (δn/n0)1 in Fig. 7(a). (c) 1D
comparison along z � 80 μm. (d) Directly obtained udz1. (e) Reconstructed udz1. (f) 1D comparison along y � 160 μm.
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FIG. 9. Deflection velocities for proton beams of kinetic energy εk2 � 40 MeV. (a) udy2 directly obtained from radiography. (b) udy2 reconstructed from (δn/n0) 2 in Fig. 7(b). (c) 1D
comparison along z � 80 μm. (d) Directly obtained udz2. (e) Reconstructed udz2. (f) 1D comparison along y � 160 μm.

FIG. 10. Comparison of ∫Ey dx: (a) reconstructed from proton radiography; (b) directly obtained from PIC simulation; (c) 1D comparison along z � 44 μm. Comparison of∫Ez dx: (d) reconstructed from proton radiography; (e) directly obtained from PIC simulation; (f) 1D comparison along y � 88 μm.
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can be compared with the results directly obtained from PIC sim-
ulation, as shown in Fig. 11. However, both 2D and 1D comparisons
suggest that the reconstructed results are very different from those
obtained from PIC simulation. The distributions in Figs. 11(a) and
11(d) indicate that the reconstructed ∫B dx exhibit no characteristic
spatial structures. They aremore likely to be stochastically distributed
as noise.

In the above analyses, with the same reconstructionmethods and
δn/n0 in the detection plane, the reconstructed ∫E dx matches well
with the pre-set one, but for theBfield, the reconstructed path integral
differs greatly from the pre-set one and is only at a noise level. This is
mainly because in proton radiography, the E field greatly dominates
theB field in deflecting the probe protons, as can be seen from Fig. 12,
in which the blue and red lines are path integrals of E and u0 3 B,
respectively, that have been directly obtained from PIC simulations.
Here,u0�u0ex is the initial velocity of a proton beam in the x direction
with kinetic energy 20MeV.As a result, when subtracting Eq. (2) from
Eq. (3), u0 3 B cannot even compete with the numerical errors in E.
Performing such a subtraction will lead to a reconstructed∫ u0 3B dx that actually consists mainly of numerical errors in∫E dx and is stochastically distributed as noise, as can bewitnessed in
Figs. 11(a) and 11(d).

This also can be inferred by analyzing the uncertainty in the
reconstruction. Since few assumptions are made in deriving Eqs. (4)
and (5), it is reasonable to focus our attention on the uncertainties in the
deflection velocities. In Figs. 8 and 9, the rootmean square uncertainties
in the 2D udy1, udz1, udy2, and udz2 between the reconstruction and the

pre-set simulations are Suy1 � 1.253 104 m/s, Suz1 � 1.443 104 m/s,
Suy2 � 0.94 3 104 m/s, and Suz2 � 1.06 3 104 m/s, respectively. In
calculating the uncertainties inud, regions ofwidth about 6 μmnear the
boundaries, i.e., y� 0 and y� 316μm, z� 0 and z� 158μm,are excluded
to avoid the numerical errors generated in solving theMonge–Ampère
equation.14 From an error transport analyses of Eqs. (4) and (5), the
uncertainties in the reconstructed ∫Ey dx and ∫Ez dx can be ob-
tained from Suy,uz as SEy � 3.423 104 V and SEz � 3.913 104 V, which
are smaller than the absolute values of the pre-set fields in Fig. 10.
However, for the magnetic fields, the uncertainties in ∫By dx and∫Bz dx are obtained as SBy� 4.533 10−4 Tm and SBz � 5.163 10−4 T
m,which aremuch larger than the absolute values of the pre-setfields in
Figs. 11(c) and 11(f). This indicates that the reconstructed magnetic
fields in Figs. 11(a) and 11(d) are mainly noise produced in the re-
construction, rather than the real distributions.

In general, the deflection velocities in Figs. 9(c) and 9(f) and
Figs. 10(c) and 10(f) can be recognized as reconstructed well when
compared with the real pre-set ones. Nevertheless, in distinguishing
the E and B fields from an experiment, when one of the two fields is
greatly dominant in deflecting the probe protons, the above analyses
have shown that a high-resolution reconstruction of the deflection
velocities is desired. However, this requirement is quite difficult using
currently available technology. As a consequence, when using the
above method, a user needs an estimate of uncertainty to assess
whether the features observed in a reconstruction are real, and, before
that, the possible reasons for the bulk of the uncertainty in the re-
construction must be confirmed.

FIG. 11. Comparison of ∫Bz dx: (a) reconstructed from proton radiography; (b) directly obtained from PIC simulation; (c) 1D comparison along z � 44 μm. Comparison of∫By dx: (d) reconstructed from proton radiography; (e) directly obtained from PIC simulation; (f) 1D comparison along y � 88 μm.
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According to Ref. 14, in proton radiography with parallel beams,
when solving the Monge–Ampère equation for δn/n0 to reconstruct
the deflection velocity, two of the most important equations are14

r⊥ ≈ r⊥0 + ud
u0
LD, (12)

n ≈
n0∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

z(y, z)
z(y0, z0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

(13)

where r⊥0 � y0 + z0 and r⊥ � y + z are the transverse positions of the
probe protons in the object and image planes, and z(y, z)/z(y0, z0) is
the Jacobian matrix mapping a surface element in the object plane to
the surface element in the image plane. In the derivation of Eq. (12)
for a parallel probe, the major approximation is that the passage time
of the probe protons in the field region is short to ensure that the
transverse deflection does not cause any apparent transverse dis-
placement. In other words, the transverse positions of the probe
protons on their entry to the field region are approximately the same
as those at their exit, i.e., Δr⊥/r ≪ 1. The uncertainty in transverse
positions can be approximated as Sr ≈ lxud/u0, where lx is the length of
the field region along the x direction. From the reconstructed ud in
Figs. 8 and 9, Sr is estimated to be about 0.24 μm in our simulation,
which ismuch smaller than the grid length of the imaged field and can
be excluded in the resulting Su. In the derivation of Eq. (13), themajor
approximation is that the deflection angle ud/u0 is so small that no
caustic can occur and the trajectories of the probe protons do not
overlap or cross, which guarantees a positive Jacobian determinant
z(y, z)/z(y0, z0). It is difficult to analyze directly howmuch influence
the assumptionof the no-caustic approximation couldhave onEq. (13):
theno-caustic approximation is not a simplificationof Eq. (13) inwhich
some small terms are simply neglected. However, in a 1D case where
only one component is considered (we take the y component here,
without loss of generality), n ≈ n0/ ∣ 1 + ∇ydy ∣ , where
∇ydy � z(udLD/u0)/zy. If the transverse displacement Δ(udLD/u0)
caused by the deflection velocity equals the distance between two
nearby probe protons, −Δy, this means that the trajectories of the two
particles overlap or cross. This leads to an infinite proton flux on the
detection plane and should be avoided in radiography.

However, using Eq. (13), it is difficult to quantitatively estimate the
severity of the trajectory overlapping or crossing. Nevertheless, we notice

that as the deflection is weak, n ≈ n0/ ∣1 + ∇ydy∣ can be expand as
n ≈ n0(1−∇ydy), or

δn ≈ −n0∇ydy. (14)

Actually, Eq. (14) is the reason why Eqs. (6) and (7) are reasonable
expressions, and it has been deduced previously in Refs. 12 and 19 from
the equation of continuity zn/zt + ∇y(nud) � 0, where t � LD/u0. This
can be written as δn + n∇ydy + dy∇yn � 0, which reduces to Eq. (14)
when the last term dy∇yn, is neglected, where dy � −∫ δn/n0dy. As a
result, when the deflection velocity is reconstructed from δn/n0, the
presence ofdy∇ynwould cause anuncertainty. Theuncertainty in δn/n0
in Eq. (14) is then Sδn � dy∇yn/n0. According tody � −∫ δn/n0dy and
ud � u0dy/LD, error transport analysis gives the uncertainly in the
deflection velocity as

Sud � u0
LD

δn

∇y(δn)Sδn. (15)

Sud can be regarded as the uncertainty in the reconstructed deflection
velocity caused by the no-caustic assumption in the above recon-
struction method. However, we should mention that Eq. (15) is based
on a 1D analyses. In the 2D case,

z(y, z)
z(y0, z0) � (1 + ∇ydy)(1 + ∇zdz)− (∇zdy)(∇ydz).

In this case, it is much too complicated to estimate how exactly
the equation of continuity can be approximated to give Eq. (14).
However, it is certain that in the 2D case, the uncertainty in the
reconstruction will be larger according to the law of error transport.
As an approximation, we can still use Eq. (14) to estimate the un-
certainties of the reconstructed deflection velocities.

With Eq. (15) and δn/n0 in Fig. 7, for 20 MeV protons, the
uncertainties are obtained as S ′

uy1 � 1.153 104 m/s and S ′
uz1 � 0.843

104 m/s, whereas for 40 MeV protons, they are obtained as S ′
uy2 �

0.773 104 m/s and S ′
uz2 � 0.683 104 m/s. In comparison with those

obtained by directly counting from Figs. 8 and 9, the S ′
u are quite close

to Su, which indicates the applicability of Eq. (15). The differences
possibly result from multidimensional effects in evaluating δn/n0, as
has already been discussed. This analysis indicates that the no-caustic
approximation could be the major reason for the uncertainties in re-
construction. Furthermore, it suggests that to achieve reconstruction ofE

FIG. 12. ∫E dx and ∫ u0 3B dx directly obtained from PIC simulation in (a) the y and (b) the z direction along z � 80 μm, in which the amplitudes of ∫ u0 3B dx have been
amplified by a factor of 10. These results indicate that the E field greatly dominates the B field in deflecting the probe protons.
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andBfieldswith lowuncertainties, appropriate distances from the source
and detector to the field region should been used in future experimental
applications to avoid caustics in the proton trajectories.

VI. CONCLUSION

Using theoretical analyses and numerical simulations, we have
demonstrated a method to distinguish the contributions of E and B
fields in deflecting probe protons in proton radiography when both
fields coexist. By using RCF stacks or CR-39 polymer as proton
detectors to resolve the proton energy, path integrals of the E and B
fields can be separately reconstructed from the flux distributions of
protons with two discriminated energies in a single radiography
observation. A method has also been proposed for eliminating the
influence of field evolution on the separation and has been proved to
be viable. The method demonstrated in this paper could be helpful in
understanding and more rigorously analyzing proton flux distribu-
tions in proton radiography experiments.
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